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Persistent photoinduced superconductivity
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Abstract

We review work done at UCSD on persistent photoconductivityand photoinduced superconductivity in REBa,Cu~O, thin films. It is
shown that the resistivity, Hall coefficient and c-axis parameter change significantly upon illumination. All these effects require the
presence of oxygen vacancies. The maximum enhancement of the conductivity with illuminationoccurs for fully deoxygenated ,samples
(x=6.0). The spectral dependence of the persistent photoconductivity has a pronounced peak in the UV region at ,~4.1 eV. All the~
observations can be understood qualitatively with a model based on the trapping of photoexcited electrons at oxygen vacancies in the
Cu-O chains of REBa.,Cu.~O,.
Keywords: High-T, superconductors; Photoconductivity; Thin lilm

1. Introduction

Illumination of standard superconductors (e.g., Pb) is
normally detrimental to the superconducting properties due
to pairbreaking II I. However, granular systems, which are
Josephson coupled through a photosensitive barrier, show
an enhancement of their superconducting properties i21. In
these granular systems the transition width AT~ is reduced
upon illumination, while the critical temperature onset
remains constant.
The observation of photoinduced superconductivity in
REBa,Cu~O, thin films (RE=rare earth or yttrium) is very
different. After illumination, in contrast, not only does the
zero resistance temperature increase, but the 7'~ onset
increases as well I31. This effect is accompanied by a
significant reduction of the normal state resistance, which
can also be observed for non-superconducting YBa2Cu~O,
141. The photoinduced superconductivity and photoconductivity are persistent at low temperatures and relax within
days at room temperature [3,41.
In this paper, we review work done at UCSD on the
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p,,t~istent photoconductivity and photoinduced superconductivity in REBa2Cu30 , thin films. We first discuss the
basic effect and show the dependence of the persistent
photoconductivity on oxygen stoichiometry o,~ and light
wavelength, Then, we present related photoinduced effects
on the magnetotransport and structure of REBa,Cu~O,.
These experimental results are then discussed in relation to
various possible theoretical models~

2. Experimental results
2. I. Persistent phomconductivity and photoimhwed
superconductivity
2. i.I. Film preparalion
The experiments were performed on a variety of
REBa2Cu~O, thin films (typically 1000 A thick). Using
magnetron sputtering, c-axis oriented REBa2Cu~O, thin
films (with RE either Y or Gd) were grown on (100) MgO
and (100) SrTiO~ substrates [S]. After growth these films
are fully oxygenated (x~7) with a T, above 88 K. In order
to prepare REBa2Cu30, films with a specific oxygen
content x<7, they were annealed at 500 °(7 at an oxygen
pressure given by the pressure-temperature phase diagram
[6]. During the initial heating and the final cool down, the
oxygen pressure was controlled in order to follow the
pressure-temperature curves [7].
After the annealing process, the oxygen content was
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each equipped with optical quartz windows. For the
illumination we used several different light sources. For
,host of the excitation measurements a halogen lamp or an
Ar laser (,~=514 rim) was used with a typical power
density at the sample surface of 1 W cm -2. In order to
measure the spectral dependence, we used a 1000 W
Hg-Xe arc lamp with an infrared water filter to protect the
sample and the optics from excessive heating. Specific
wavelengths in the range from 250 to 900 nm were chosen
with interference band-pass-filters having a bandwidth of
10 rim. Using this setup the power density of monochromatic light ranged between 0.04 and 5 mW cm--"
After each light excitation the sample was relaxed at
room temperature while monitoring the resistivity to
determine when the sample was fully relaxed.
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l'ig. I. Temperature dependence of the resistance for a GdBa,Cu,Or, 4~
film. Measurement.~ are shown before and after illumination. There is a
decrease of the normal state resistance and an increase of T,. The data
were obtained from Ref. 1101.

determined by measuring the expansion of the c-axis
parameter using high resolution X-ray diffraction [81. In
addition, tbr the superconducting REBa2Cu30, films, we
also used the T~ to determine the oxygen content x [91.
2. l . ! lUumination setup
The resistivity measurements were done with a tbur
probe technique either directly immersed into liquid nitro,
gen. in a cloud cycle refrigerator, or in a He-flow cryostat,

2.1.3. Photoinduced superconductivity
The basic effect is shown in Fig. I. Before illumination
the GdBa2Cu3Ob.45 film shows a resistivity minimum with
a superconducting onset temperature at roughly 20 K.
After illumination foi' 8 h at 95 K, the lamp is turned off
and the resistance is measured as a function of temperature. The resistance changes such that the normal state
resistance is metallic, decreases substantially and the T¢
increases by more than 10 K.
The time dependence of the excitation and the relaxation
is shown in Fig. 2. Both the excitation and the relaxation
show a stretched exponential time dependence l lil. After
switching the light off, the sample maintains its reduced
resistance, if kept at temperatures below approximately
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Fig, 2~ T i ~ dc~n~nce of the excitation and relaxation of pe~istcnt ph~oeonductivity in a GdBa,Cu~O~ 4 film, For the excitation, the light source was
switched on at t~-0, while the ~mple was kept at 95 K. For the relaxation, the temperature was rai,~d from 95 to 300 K in about 12 rain near t=0. The
~ta were t ~ a i ~ from Ref. IlOI,
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I00 K. Notice that the relative change in resistance at 95 K
is larger in Fig. 2 than for the film with a slightly higher
oxygen concentration in Fig. 1. This effect will be discussed further in Section 2.2.
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2. i,4. Effect of oxygen vacancies
The measurements shown in Figs. ! and 2 were made on
oxygen deficient films with a deceased Tc compared to
optimally doped films. Besides c~anging the T,: with
oxygen doping, it is also possible to decrease T~ by doping
Pr on the Y site [12]. Therefore, we measured the
persistent photoconductivity on Pr.,,Yt_yBa~,Cu30~ phase
spread alloy films [13]. A phase spread alloy is a thin film
with a continuously varying stoichiometry on a single
substrate [ 14]. Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of
the resistivity of a fully oxygenated Pr:.Y~_:,Ba2Cu30~.o
phase spread alloy for different Pr concentrations y before
and after illumination. There is only a slight change of the
resistivity upon illumination within the experimental error.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the temperature
dependence of the resistivity of an oxygen deficient
Pr:Y~_:.Ba:CusO~,.7 phase spread alloy. In this case, after
illumination there is a large decrease of the resistivity and
an increase of T~. This shows that oxygen vacancies play a
major role in the mechanism responsible for the persistent
photoconductivity and photoinduced superconductivity
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of oxygen deficient
Pr,Y . ,Ba~Cu~O~, 7 for various Ih" content y before (~lid line) and after
(dotted line) illumination. The data were obtained from Refo [131.
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2.2. Influence of oxygen stoichiometo,
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Since ~xygen vacancies are cruci~d Ibr the persistent
photoconductivity in REBa~Cu~O, (see Section 2.1,4), it is
interesting to study the oxygen dependence of this effect,
Fig, 5 shows the change of relative conductivity at 95 K as
a function of oxygen content .4. The data is normalized to
the conductivity before illumination, since the conductivity
decreases strongly with decreasing oxygen content x, From
Fig, 5 it is clear that the photoinduced effect is strongly
enhanced at low oxygen contents x [15],

2.3. Spectral dependence
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of fully oxygenated
Pr,Y, ,Ba2Cu~OT. for various Pr content y before (solid line) and alter
(dotted line) illumination. The data were obtained from Ref. [13].

We investigated the spectral dependence of the persistent photoconductivity in a GdBa~Cu~O~,,~ thin film, since
for this oxygen content (x---0,3) the change in resistance
upon illumination is large (see Section 2,2). For a given
wavelength, the magnitude of the photoinduced effects in
REBa2Cu~O, depends only on the number of photons per
surface area exciting the sample Ill]. In order to compare
the excitations at different wavelengths, we converted the
measurement time t intu number of photons ~ r surface
area n [photons cm- 2] using
n-

l×t
/~to'

(I)

where I [W cm -2] is the light intensity at the sample
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surface and #}w the photon energy. Fig. 6 shows the
resistance change vs, photon number for a few different
characteristic photol~ energies, For photon energies below
1,~ eV, there is essentially no change in resistance, while in
the 1,5 to 4,8 eV range, the changes are pronounced, The
~lllall diflerences observed l'or excitations in the 1.5 to 3,2

eV range are consistent with earlier measurements of the
spectral dependence of persistent photoconductivity in
YBa,Cu~O~,~,~ II 1,171.
A strong enhancement of persistent photoconductivity is
observed for certain frequencies as shown in Fig, 7. Here
we plot the inverse of the photon number necessary t'or a
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Fig. 7. Spectral efliciency of the persistent pholoconductiviiy excitation:
I/n' vs. photon energy, n' is the number of photons per unit area
necessa~ for a 2c~ change in the resistance. The data at 4. I, 2.2 and IA
eV is indicated by the same symbol as in Fig. 6. The data were obtained
from Ref. II61.
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2% reduction of the film resistance (I In') against the
exciting photons energy. Clearly, the excitation is enhanced by an order of magnitude at 4. ! eV compared with
excitations in the visible range (!.5 to 3.2 eV) [16].

2.4. Change of magnetotransport properties with
illumination
So far, we have only discussed the changes in resistivity

p,..,, due to illumination. Ti'~e Hall coefficient, R n and the
Hall mobility i~=c([R,[ip~x) also show measurable
changes [18], as shown in Fig. 8. In a simple one band
model, the Hall coefficient R n, is inversely proportional to
the carrier density. Thus the data in Fig. 8 suggest that the
carrier density increases, which results in a decrease in
resistivity, in addition, the Hall mobility p, changes and
also contributes to the variations in the resistivity p,.~
described in earlier sections [18].

2.5. Structural effects
The photoinduced effects described so far are similar to
the observed changes with increased oxygen doping in
YBa,Cu~O,. Increasing the oxygen concentration x leads
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to a lower normal state resistance ,o.,.,~,a higher T~, and a
lower Hall coefficient R H [ 19]. However, in none of our
experiments could the samples absorb oxygen during
illumination, since they were immersed either in liquid
helium, liquid nitrogen, inert gas, or vacuum.
It is well known that increasing the oxygen concentration x in YBa2Cu30 ~ leads to structural changes, such
as a contraction of the c-axis [8]. Therefore, we measured
the c-axis lattice parameter during illumination at room
temperature, using O - 2 0 X-ray scans of the [00 !0] peak.
The fractional change Aclc is compared to the resistivity
change Aplp during and after illumination in Fig. 9.
Interestingly, during illumination Aclc<O, contrary to the
thermal expansion due to heating. In fact, after the lamp is
switched off, both the c-axis length and the resistivity p
decrease slightly (0.05%) due to cooling of the sample. As
shown, the change in resistivity is directly correlated to the
change of the c-axis lattice parameter. A more careful
structural refinement [20-22] of the 0 - 2 0 X-ray scans
reveals that the contraction of the c-axis is due to a
reduced Ba-Cu ! interplanar distance [ 13].

3. Theoretical models

3. I. Photoassisted oxygen diffusion
lamp on lamp off
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Fig. 8. Time del~ndence of tile resistivity p,,. Hall coefficient R, and
Hall mobility ~ =('(JR.[~p,, ) during excitation and relaxation measured at
room temperature in a patterned YBa:Cu~O~,~ lihn, The data were
obtained from Ref. l l81.

The experimental results presented in Section 2 show
that photoinduced superconductivity and persistent pholoconductivity dopend strongly on the oxygen content ~: of
the REBa~Cu~O, films. Most of the effects during illumi°
nation are similar to resistivity and structural changes
observed during room temperature annealing of oxygen
deficient REBa~Cu~O, samples rapidly quenched from
higher temperatures j23,24]. The effect of room te~" rao
lure annealing of quenched samples may resu~ ,ore
oxygen ordering in the Cu=O chain layers [23,24j, The
relaxation of the photoinduced effects is thenvta|ly aCtio
rated with an energy barrier of 0,9±0.1 eV [III, close to
the oxygen diffusion activation energy of 1~3 ¢V [26]~ This
suggests that the photoinduced effects could I~ due to
photoassisted oxygen ordering [25].
There is an important difference between oxygen ordering in quenched samples and the photoinduced effects.
While in quenched samples the oxygen in the Cu=O chains
orders during room temperature annealing, in the photo°
excited samples the oxygen has to disorder from a metastable ordered state during room temperature relaxation
[151. Furthermore, the oxygen ordering should be zero in
completely deoxygenated (x~6.0) REBa~Cu~O~ samples,
and thus cannot explain the observed dependence of the
persistent photoconductivity on the oxygen stoichiometry
(see Section 2.2). Therefore it is doubtful that the photo~
assisted oxygen ordering model explains the persistent
photoconductivity in REBa2Cu30 ,.
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3.2. Electron trapping
An alternate model is similar to persistent photoconductivity ob~rved in semiconductors with defects, which can
trap some of the carriers [27]. In this model, the incoming
photons create electron~hole pairs. Subsequently, the
electron is trapped at an oxygen vacancy in the Cu=O
chain, while the hole is transferred to an extended sta~e in
the Cue, pl0nes and thus enhances the conductivity 115l.
As the number of vacancies increases for lower oxygen
contents o,~, the photoinduced efS~cts are expected to
increase. This m ~ e l naturally explains the observed
dependence on oxygen stoichiometr7 (Section 2.2).
% e spectral dependence (Section 2.3) can also be
u n d e ~ t ~ within this model, From optical measurements
it is known that there is strong absorption at 4.1 eV in
oxygen deficient YBa2Cu~O, due to a transition in the
Cu~O chains at a Cuoatom with two neighboring oxygen
vacancies [28~30l. The strong enhancement of persistent
phot~onductivity at 4.1 eV could be caused by the
generation of photoexcited electrons in close proximity to
the oxygen vacancies, which act as traps [16]. The
mechanism ba~d on electron capture at oxygen vacancies
is further supported by recent measu~ments of the photoluminescence in oxygen deficient YBa2Cu~O ~ [31].
The structural changes (see Section 2,5) can be under~
s t ~ by a lattice distoNion caused by the trapped eleco
trons, This lattice distortion ~ives rise to an energy barrier,
which inhibits the recombination of the trapped electron
with a hole [15l. However, it is not presently clear how the
propo~d models can explain photoinduced changes in the
mobility (see Section 2.4). One possibility is that the

photoinduced structural modification causes the change in
the mobility.

4. Conelusion
In summary, oxygen deitcient REBa~Cu~O, thin films
show persistent phot{~onductiVitry, and t'or high enough
oxygen contents (x>0.4) photoinduced superconductivity.
The presence of oxygen vacancies is crucial and co~;f,~is
the magnitude of the conductivity enhancement. Furthermore, the spectral dependence shows a pronounced peak at
a photon energy of 4. I eV. In addition to the photoiaduced
changes in the magnetotransport, there are also measurable
structural changes.
Two models have been used to describe the experimental observations, The photoassisted oxygen diffusion mechanism fails to explain the observed dependence on the
oxygen content x in the REBa~Cu~O, films, while a model
based on photoexcited electrons at oxygen vacancies is
consistent with all current ok:;ervations.
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